


JADSON became a big maker of fine engine parts and moved to their huge plant in Bell, 
and sold-out to Thompson Products in the 1930s. 
 
They had come a long ways from bending iron to make the chassis of a work wagon. 
Actually just enough iron to hang on the front axle and support the rear wheels. 
 
Heating and bending iron takes some finesse to understand how the heat affects the work 
piece and how best to retain the strength of the steel while heating it to weaken it for 
shaping. It’s blacksmithing. 
 
The one-piece engine valve was an innovation in shaping the head of a rod into the 
relatively flat valve for intake, and also for exhaust valves. They had to use better 
materials for the exhaust valves to withstand the heat of exhaust gases.  





 
 



It all seems to simple. Jump in the car, floor the throttle. Lets go! No … will the engine start? Will the driver 
get connected to his safety belts, phone, air system, communications to his team … his car. What’s that 
noise? Is something failing or thinking about failing???  
 
There are a lot of factors. Traffic … should I pass that guy? Go up in the marbles on the high side, where 
tire debris has created a skating rink …go low and risk being pushed up into traffic with centrifugal 
forces??? What should I do??? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



AJ wins in his Sheraton-Thompson Special … powered by a Meyer & Drake naturally aspirated (NA) 
‘Offy’ engine having 252 cubic inch displacement (CID).  
 
Ford was also in the race and were intent on replacing the old Offy as the premium engine for American 
racing. They were successful in 1965, ‘66 and ‘67. Lou Meyer had sold-out to the Drakes and they 
carried on first with a short-stroke engine, shown below with John and Dale Drake and Henry Banks 
former race driver now a USAC official, seen checking the specs of the Drake engine for conformance 
to engine rules. 
 
 



John and Dale show USAC inspector Henry Banks the dimensions of the 
short-stroke block they wanted for greater power down the long straights of 
Indianapolis Motor Speedway. 





The new gear driven supercharger for the old engine. They had to beat Ford. Dick Jones of Champion 
Spark Plugs had made up a belt drive for the supercharger as an experiment. Drakes got Leo 
Goossen to design up a gear drive off the crankcase for series of engines. They were OK but 
subsequent experimental work showed the AiResearch turbocharger to be more effective. John told 
me about this in an early interview. 
 
Above is Dale with camshaft drive gears. 





Fred Gerhardt, Dale Drake, Henry Banks and  Caves the Buick dealer and car sponsor Myron 
Caves look over the engine for the Gerhardt-built car. 



Fred had a truck-body shop in Fresno and was a good friend of Dale Drake. Fred built the cars that 
were the test bed for supercharged and turbocharged Drake-Offy engines. A lot of track-time running 
was needed to tune the air-flow to the fuel and to the spark timing and spark plug heat to get full 
power and maximum reliability. All this before computer-aided designs and test equipment! 



Dale, with supercharged car at Phoenix for testing. The car was powerful and fast, but Dick Jones and 
others who wanted the Offy to succeed in its epic battle with Ford were experimenting with the 
AiResearch turbo charger on the old engine. It was very promising and Dale put his money on the 
turbo. John Drake told me about this test. 



They were building the turbo-engine in the old shop on Gage …just before they 
built the new shop in Santa Ana. An expensive gamble to build the engines to 
compete with Ford! 







Leo Goossen, long-time designer and engineer for the Miller, Offy, Meyer & Drake shops stayed with 
the Drakes in their new shop and continued to improve the engine for power and reliability. 
 
You can see the intensity of the men below checking dimensions and smoothness of engine parts. 







John Drake at the controls of the engine dynamometer to test engine power, fuel consumption and 
other performance factors. 
 
Below, Harry Meyer, Lou’s brother, does final assembly on a Drake turbo-offy engine. They also built 
engines for the midget racers and the dirt track racers. 







Dale Koch, long-time mechanic in the Offy shops gave me this picture of a turbo-charged Drake-Offy 
glowing red-hot at the exhaust system and the outlet from the turbo. 



The Drake turbo-Offy with Hilborn fuel injection. A powerful combination. Getting the turbo-charged, 
pressurized air, fuel and spark to work with each other was a complicated equation work out with 
Dick Jones on the Champion Spark Plug dynamometer in Long Beach. They were successful. The 
won Indy in 1968 with Bobby Unser driving, and then again in every Indy from 1972 to 1976.  
 
Ford gave up. The multi-billion dollar corporation couldn’t afford the continuous improvement process 
competing against the 50 years of experience behind the Drake-Offy. 



Bobby Unser gave Drake their first Indy win in the Drake-Offy turbocharged car in 1968. You can see 
the turbine above the left-rear tire and the exhaust tubing that drove the impeller at extremely high 
speeds to drive the air impeller to feed more air and oxygen into the combustion chamber for greater 
heat in combustion, and more hot exhaust for the turbo. It was a nice balance of forces. 



The Drake turbo-Offy powered winning cars at Indy from 1972 to 1976. A five-year run beating the 
best that Ford could do. AJ Foyt took over the Ford engine in about 1970 had some success, but 
not more than the Drake engine. The John Drake interview tells more about this epic battle between 
the giant Ford Motor Company, and the ‘David’ sized Drake Engineering. It came out as a draw in 
wins at Indy and other tracks, including the dirt tracks. But it was a huge win for Drake to be level-
competition for Ford … and that’s why Ford lost heart (and money) and could see no way to get 
their money back as long as Drake was around to compete for engine sales … and wins on the 
track.  
 
It was a techno-financial battle all the way … and Drake won! 
 
1972 Mark Donohue wins at Indy … 



1973 Gordon Johncock wins with a Drake turbo-Offy in 
a Dan Gurney Eagle car 



1974 Johnny Rutherford wins Indy with a Drake turbo-Offy in a McLaren car 





1976 Johnny Rutherford wins at Indy in his Drake turbo-Offy, in a McLaren car. 







A unique drawing of a crankshaft-throw shortly before Leo died.  
 
He notes, in seldom seen pride of the modest Leo, that the engine 
was good for 900 horsepower at 9,000 to 9,200 rpm. Actually many 
racers were squeezing a thousand or more horses from the old 
engine! 

Drake turbo-Offy by 
Leo Goossen. 
 
Each dimension is 
indexed to every 
other dimension for 
the shop working 
drawings to build the 
engine. 



 
Lester Nehamkin took many of the photos of 
Drake engines and deserves ample credit 
for quality of his work. Thank you Lester! 









 



 
Ken Walton, author of best Offy book, (see above) is restoring a 159 cid Drake-
Turbo-Offy with 19 degree angled valves. The last of its kind. September, 2019. 


